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ative PronounsRel 

 ضمائـــــر الوصــــل
1- The underlined word in the following sentence is not used correctly. 

Replace this word with the correct one. (2016) 

.we have in summer whereMost Jordanians are used to the hot weather  

2- The students--------- cleaned the street, are from our school. (2018) 

(who , which, when, whose) 

3- The prize---------Huda won was for art. (2018) 

(who , which, when, where) 

4-The person ------------------ has influenced me most is my father. (2019) 

(who, which, when, whose) 

5- Thank you very much for your email ------ was very interesting. (2019) 

(who, which, when, whose) 

6- Plastic is the material ----------- causes a lot of pollution. (2019) 

(who, which, whose, where) 

7- I always go to the supermarket ---------- sells organic vegetables. (2019) 

(who, which, whose, whom) 

8- I work in a farm ------------- sells fresh fruits and vegetables. (2019) 

(which, where, when, whose) 
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9-The person ------------ my brother bought a new mobile from was his 

friend. (2020) 

(who , when, whose, where) 

10- I saw the shoes ------------ you bought last week on sale for less this 

week. (2021) 

(when , which, whose, where) 

11-It is for his work in geometry ---------- Al-Kindy is especially famous. 

(2021) 

(who , that, when, where) 

12- Do you mind explaining ---------- the sky sometimes looks red? (2021) 

(which , what, why, where) 

13-My father ------------ loves exploring historical Roman ruins will 

certainly find a visit to Qasr Bashir very interesting. (2021)    

(who, which, when, where) 

14-The cake ----------- my mother made tasted really great. (2021) 

(who, that, when, where) 

15- "Physician" is an old-fashioned word ----------- means "doctor". (2021)  

(when, who, where, which) 

16- The country ---------- Jabir ibn Hayan did his research in a laboratory 

was Iraq.  (2022)  

Who, where, which, when)) 
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17- Ibn Sina ----------- is also known as Avicenna was a polymath. (2022) 

(that, where, who, when) 

18- The day -------- I have to call schedule an appointment is Monday. 

(2022) 

(who, where, which, when) 

19- It was a customs officer --------- stopped us. (2022) 

(who, which, when, where) 
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:Answers 

1- Which / that  

2- who 

3- which 

4- who 

5- which 

6- which 

7- which 

8- which 

9- whose 

10- which 

11- that 

12- why 

13- who 

14- that 

15- which 

16- where 

17- who 

18- when 

19- who 

 

 

 

The End 


